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ABSTRACT
During the mid-nineteenth century, the advent of multiple gold rushes swept foreign popula-
tions into what is now known as the British Columbia Interior, bringing a variety of European 
languages to the homeland of a multitude of Indigenous languages. In order to bridge commu-
nication gaps between these populations, Chinook Jargon, a composite trade pidgin, quickly 
spread. The Jargon or “Wawa” became so common that, in the last decade of the century, 
Catholic priest Father J. M. R. Le Jeune developed and standardized a shorthand writing sys-
tem for the Jargon — Chinuk pipa — and used it to publish a popular local newspaper. At 
the same time, residential schools began operating in the region, and English was aggressively 
promoted; however, contrary to expectations at the time and perceptions since, English literacy 
developed slowly in the British Columbia Interior. By contrast, Chinook pipa spread quickly 
and literacy in the Chinook Jargon — for a time — outstripped English literacy. Drawing on 
extensive primary research in the archives of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate missionary order, 
interviews, and literature in linguistics, missionary history, Indigenous languages, and colonial 
exchange, this article considers the different learning and teaching strategies that were used to 
develop English and Chinook literacy, and their subsequent successes or failures. In so doing, it 
challenges understandings about the role of pidgins and literacy in more global settler colonial 
contexts and offers an intervention to the wider theme of the role of literacy in the missionary 
project.
RÉSUMÉ
Au milieu du XIXe siècle, plusieurs ruées vers l’or ont attiré des populations étrangères vers 
ce qui est aujourd’hui connu comme l’intérieur de la Colombie-Britannique, introduisant du 
même coup différentes langues européennes sur les terres ancestrales d’une multitude de lan-
gues autochtones. Afin de permettre à ces populations de communiquer, un Jargon Chinook, 
sorte de pidgin composite destiné au commerce, s’est rapidement répandu. Ce Jargon aussi 
appelé « Wawa » est devenu si courant que, dans la dernière décennie du siècle, le prêtre 
catholique Père J. M. R. Le Jeune a développé et standardisé un système d’écriture sténo-
graphique pour le Jargon — Chinuk pipa — et l’a utilisé pour publier un journal local fort 
populaire. Au même moment, les pensionnats autochtones qui s’établissaient dans la région 
faisaient une promotion agressive de l’anglais. Pourtant, contrairement aux attentes de l’époque 
et aux perceptions entretenues depuis, la maîtrise de l’anglais s’est développée lentement dans 
l’intérieur de la Colombie-Britannique. En revanche, le Chinuk pipa s’est répandu rapidement 
et la connaissance du Jargon Chinook a dépassé — pour un certain temps — celle de l’anglais. 
En s’appuyant sur une vaste recherche dans les archives de la Congrégation des missionnaires 
oblats de Marie-Immaculée, des entrevues, ainsi que la littérature sur la linguistique, l’histoire 
missionnaire, les langues autochtones, et l’échange colonial ; cet article examine les différentes 
stratégies d’apprentissage et d’enseignement utilisées pour développer le niveau d’alphabétisa-
tion en anglais et en Chinook, de même que leurs succès et leurs échecs ultérieurs. Ce faisant, 
il remet en question la compréhension du rôle joué par les pidgins et la littératie dans des 
contextes coloniaux plus larges, et propose une réflexion sur le thème plus large du rôle de 
l’alphabétisation dans le projet missionnaire.
The June 1896 edition of the Kamloops Wawa newspaper opens with a story about 
nearly-60-year-old Chief Andrew of North Thompson learning to read. As the editor 
writes, once Chief Andrew:
saw his young men progressing in the knowledge of the Chinook writing, he 
had to procure a set of spectacles, and to have a special edition written out in 
large characters by some of his men. After a few days’ study he found out that 
he was not too old to master the shorthand, and he was so much pleased with 
his success that he at once wrote to Chief Louis, at Kamloops: “If you are not 
quite blind yet, you had better start in to learn the Chinook writing: you see, 
I am nearly blind, yet I am learning the ‘Wawa’ Shorthand.” He succeeded so 
well that he is now able to read anything in Chinook. His wife has made the 
same progress in the study. As an evidence of this, Mr. J. F. Smith, settler on 
the North Thompson, relates how, a few months ago having received from 
the Indians a note in shorthand, which he was then unable to read, he called 
upon Chief Andrew, to see if he could not make out the contents of the mes-
sage. Where upon Andrew drew out his spectacles, and at once read the letter, 
explaining the contents to Mr. Smith, and concluding with the remark, “that 
previously the Indians had to recur to their civilized friends for the reading of 
their correspondence; now the contrary takes place.”1
This story presents a remarkable inversion: instead of settlers and colonial agents 
holding or controlling the power of reading and writing over (and sometimes using 
it against) Indigenous people, here we see an Indigenous man assisting a settler by 
translating text for him. How did this unusual event come about, and what are the 
implications for broader understandings of the role of literacy in Indigenous-Settler 
histories?2 All the people featured in this story — Chief Andrew, his wife, the young 
men, Chief Louis, Mr. Smith, and the newspaper’s editor, Jean-Marie-Raphaël Le 
Jeune — were part of a remarkable moment of rapid and effective literacy fluorescence 
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in the south-central Interior of British Columbia (Canada) in the late nineteenth 
century. This moment was based around the development of a written form of a 
trade jargon in the last decade of that century and its popular uptake in Secwepemc 
(Shuswap), Nlha7kápmx3 (Thompson), and Okanagan communities and neighbour-
ing areas. It was so successful that for a time it inverted the previous near-monopoly 
on literacy held by newcomer peoples.
In this article, I trace the development of the written form of Chinook Jargon and 
explore why it was adopted, fostered, and promoted in Indigenous communities in 
this region in such a speedy and expansive fashion. This is an especially important 
consideration not only because Chinook is generally understudied in the historiog-
raphy of the region but because of contemporary Indigenous-Settler reconciliation 
efforts in settler colonial states — many of which in Canada emphasize the impor-
tance of Indigenous languages and the role of residential schools in imposing English 
hegemony by actively and violently suppressing Indigenous languages. Furthermore, 
the contribution of movements such as #IdleNoMore to social discourses of decolo-
nization foregrounds the importance of Indigenous or indigenized modes of commu-
nication,4 making understanding the history of Chinook Jargon and the endurance 
of Indigenous ways of learning and selectively engaging with newcomer techniques 
and technologies of central importance. For these reasons, this article draws on exten-
sive archival research, linguistic literature, interviews, and my own translation work 
in order to examine the remarkable uptake and spread of Chinook Jargon literacy in 
relation to the spread of English literacy in the late nineteenth century and the inter-
ventions and efforts of Catholic missionaries in this language work.
This paper makes a significant historiographical contribution to the wider lit-
erature investigating Indigenous literacies in traditional Indigenous (non-European) 
languages. Although it was once a commonly-held belief that Indigenous peoples 
lacked any form of written technology or culture, studies on Mi'kmaq pictographs,5 
Cree syllabics,6 and similar systems of written communication have emphasized that 
literacy has long been practised in Indigenous communities. Anthropologists have 
long recognized that Indigenous writing systems exist;7 however, the predominant 
view among many, both within and beyond the academy, is that writing and literacy 
diffused one way, from European colonizers to Indigenous people, and that control 
of such technologies long remained in the hands of non-Indigenous people. The case 
of Chinuk pipa complicates that narrative and by challenging its hegemony, helps to 
create space to investigate the possibility of similar reverse exchanges taking place in 
other colonial contexts.
This article also offers an intervention to the wider theme of the role of literacy 
in the missionary project.8 There are many accounts of missionaries, both Catholic 
and Protestant, teaching English (or French, or Spanish) to Indigenous people,9 and 
this is often interpreted through the lens of the colonial “civilizing mission.” Gail 
Edwards writes that as “the missionary brought order and godliness, the converted 
subject would be inculcated into literacy, cleanliness, chastity, temperance, nuclear 
family housing, and nonmigratory agricultural subsistence.”10 The inclusion of lit-
eracy as part of a suite of lessons intended to displace indigeneity from individual 
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learners appears both in laudatory accounts of missionary education and also criti-
cal investigations. However, this idealized colonial exchange, as Edwards notes, says 
more about the identities and expectations of the missionaries than of the Indigenous 
communities with whom they worked. As such, I do not intend here to add to the 
long-running debate about the role of missionaries in cultural imperialism,11 but 
rather to challenge assumptions about power and agency in the contexts of mission-
ization, literacy, and Indigenous-Settler relations.
Finally, this article contradicts understandings about the role of pidgins and lit-
eracy in more global settler colonial contexts. The orthodox view, as expressed by 
Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin in their seminal text, The Empire Writes Back: Theory 
and Practice in Post-Colonial Texts, is that in settler colonial contexts, pidgins were 
defined by two “inevitabilities.” Pidgins, they argue, were an unavoidable by-product 
of settler colonization, but also a by-product that reinforced colonial domination be-
cause these forms of communication were “inevitably used in the context of master-
servant relationships during the period of European colonization. So the social and 
economic hierarchies produced by colonialism have been retained in post-colonial 
society through the medium of language… [Pidgin’s] role is both to install class dif-
ference and to signify its presence.”12 This argument is reflective of wider construc-
tions of literacy as an almost universal tool of colonial domination, with subaltern 
agency in the realm of literacy exercised rarely, recently, and against significant re-
sistance.13 It rests on several key findings or assumptions: that literacy and pidgins 
were dominated by a European language or primarily intended to communicate with 
Europeans, that literacy and pidgins served to render Indigenous peoples intelligible 
to colonizers but not the reverse, and that written pidgins would inevitably rely on 
European (in many cases English) alphabets and writing conventions that appeared 
degraded or “lower class” to those fully literate in English. The case of Chinuk pipa 
challenges these, and the investigation of the remarkable fluorescence of Chinook 
Jargon literacy among Indigenous peoples of the south-central Interior of British 
Columbia uncovers important histories of dynamic Indigenous resistance, adapta-
tion, and social change in an era of intense colonial invasion and disruption.
Communication and Language in the Nineteenth-Century Pacific Northwest
Multilingual communication was essentially the norm for people across the region of 
the Pacific Northwest in the nineteenth century. Among Indigenous peoples in the 
region, there are nearly a dozen language families and three language isolates repre-
sented. In what is now called British Columbia, the terrain — steep mountains, deep 
valleys, swift rivers, fertile coasts — is intertwined with the lives of these languages. 
This can be seen, for example, in the development of multiple languages among the 
Coast Salish peoples (each of which have several dialects, which in turn have regional 
micro-dialects), who lived around and across many bodies of water.14 It can also be seen 
in the three isolate languages of British Columbia — an isolate being a “natural hu-
man language that has no “genetic” or ancestral link to any other language”15 — with 
Haida, Ktunaxa (Kutenai), and Tlingit all developing in this region.16 In addition to 
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the hundreds of dialects and micro-dialects spoken in the region prior to sustained 
colonial contact, maritime and land-based fur trades, gold rushes, and developing 
Settler societies brought Euro-American languages to the region.
Indigenous languages across the Pacific Northwest are intimately connected to 
knowledge systems and land-based practices. They carry the basis of expertise relating 
to medicinal plants,17 maintenance of food systems,18 and entire systems of gover-
nance, politics, and diplomacy.19 These languages are often inseparable from the places 
in which they developed, and likewise, cultural landscapes are created and described 
through particular linguistic relationships. Every place, every feature of the landscape 
has a name, or perhaps several, since many places exist simultaneously in multiple, 
overlapping worlds. These names carry important historical and cultural meanings, 
and consequently, contestations over place-names are always more than simply “ba-
nal” arguments over labels on maps.20 Language here must be understood as more 
than a mechanistic technology for transferring thoughts or ideas between people and 
as a storehouse of knowledge, cultural perspectives, and world views, all loaded with 
historical and context-specific meaning. Language is not simply transactional, but in-
stead becomes real in the aggregate, as large systems and ways of being and doing that 
correspond to those systems. As such, working across Indigenous-colonial language 
differences among the rapid social changes of the nineteenth century involved massive 
dislocation — physical and conceptual — and could be very difficult.
In response to this challenge, some newcomers to the region were motivated to 
pursue linguistics and language learning that would allow them to integrate into the 
multilingual social orders around them. In 1880, Jean-Marie-Raphaël Le Jeune, a 
Breton-born Catholic missionary priest of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate order, 
suggested that the “special work” of ministering in British Columbia required “an 
individual capable of speaking easily in French, English, German, even, if possible, 
Italian, Spanish, Chinese, Chinook, 2 or 3 Indian languages.”21 Given the linguistic 
diversity on both sides of the Indigenous-colonial divide in the nineteenth century, 
the priorities of trade and exchange during this time, the rapid expansion of Euro-
American powers over the land and people, and accompanying intensification of re-
source extraction and settlement, it is perhaps no wonder that a flexible, simple com-
munication system was developed here. This system formed the basis of a remarkable 
literacy burst among the Secwepemc and neighbouring Indigenous peoples in the last 
decade of the nineteenth century that spread faster and more efficiently during that 
decade than English or any other writing system.
Chinook Jargon words are present today in the Pacific Northwest. They can be 
found in the hundreds of place-names in the Pacific Northwest derived from the 
Jargon22 — like “Skookumchuck,” which means “strong water” and describes the rap-
ids there, “Boston Bar,” which refers to the place on the Fraser River where a group of 
Americans mined during the gold rushes of the mid-nineteenth century, or “Mowich 
Creek,” or in English, “Deer Creek.” Other common terms are social, such as the 
casual greeting “Klahowya,” which still pops up in the Pacific Northwest,23 or cultural 
and political, like the name of the incarcerated and famous orca, Tilikum24 (“tilli-
cum/tillikum” is the Chinook Jargon word for people/friends/family). They may even 
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be slang for a person in authority — “high muck-a-muck,” derived from the Chinook 
Jargon for having lots to eat. Clearly, scraps of the Jargon persist today. However, 
Chinook Jargon was largely supplanted by English as a common language of interac-
tion and trade in the early twentieth century, so it is unlikely that many of us have 
heard the Jargon spoken or easily recognize the connection of those everyday words 
to a well-developed and popular form of communication used by people throughout 
British Columbia over a century ago.
Chinook Jargon is a pidgin in that it is “lexically derived from other languages, 
but… structurally simplified,” used by “two or more language groups,” and also that 
it is learned in addition to other languages (few or no first language speakers).25 Its 
vocabulary is borrowed or derived from several languages, and in the 1970s, Charles 
Lillard found that in the basic Jargon, “there are 500 words, 221 are Chinook from the 
Columbia River, 24 are Nootkan, 39 are from various Salish tribes, and 40 are imita-
tions of natural sounds [onomatopoeic], the rest are mainly French, English, Spanish 
and Russian.”26 Although specific counts vary, others have found similar proportions 
of the sources of Chinook Jargon vocabulary.27 George Lang identifies the Nootka 
Jargon, a trading pidgin developed around the maritime fur trade and interactions 
between European traders and Nuu-chah-nulth peoples, as a key source of Chinook 
Jargon words.28 He also points to significant lexical borrowings and absorptions from 
Lower Chinook that were simplified or corrupted around the land-based fur trade.29 
Though the vocabulary is very small, Chinook Jargon “expands its small core lexicon 
by compounding… and circumlocution.”30 Furthermore, Chinook Jargon involves 
“rampant polysemy,”31 that is, words have multiple possible meanings. As a result, 
word order is important in conveying meaning.32 Key multi-use terms include: kopa, 
the most important preposition, since its meanings include “in, on, into, to, from, 
with, towards, during”;33 the verb mamook [to make/to do], which has been described 
as “the most useful word in the Jargon”34 — a claim supported by Le Jeune’s enumera-
tion of 198 expressions in which mamook occurs. Examples include mamook ayas/
to extol; mamook kom'tax/to learn or to give news; mamook pipa/to write.35 Finally, 
speakers of Chinook Jargon employed whatever grammar was used in their other or 
first language, a tactic that occasionally made communication between speakers dif-
ficult.36 Paradoxically, what could be considered limitations — small vocabulary and 
lack of formal grammatical rules and even verb tenses — are what made Chinook 
Jargon quick to learn, functional, and adaptive. Although it began in, and for, trade, 
it was taken up in a much wider variety of contexts, including “the spread of religion, 
political negotiations [and] ceremonies.”37
The development of new languages around the fur trade is not unique to the 
Pacific Northwest region. Rather, linguistic creolization and adoption of jargons 
and pidgins through contact between Indigenous people and non-Indigenous fur 
traders occurred in many places. Perhaps the best known example of this is Michif, 
the language of the Métis, developed in multiple communities across present-day 
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, but most especially in the Red River community at 
the forks of the Red and Assiniboine rivers in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries. However, unlike Chinook Jargon, Michif became far more than a pidgin, 
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evolving into a full and vibrant Indigenous language38 — similar to Chinuk Wawa, 
which developed among the Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde Community 
of Oregon.39 Furthermore, Michif ’s penetration into the Pacific Northwest region 
was limited, with Cree predominating as a lingua franca 40 across much of the west 
into northern British Columbia. Neither Cree nor Michif significantly penetrated 
into the southern interior or coastal regions.41 Similarly, Bungi (also sometimes writ-
ten “Bungee”) developed as a fur trade language to the east of Red River and south 
of Hudson Bay. Unlike Chinook Jargon, Bungi never became the dominant form of 
trade communication in the region or developed a distinct writing system.42
Terrence Kaufman found that the Jargon was in use in the Fraser River area from at 
least 1858 — a date coinciding with the Fraser River gold rush.43 In the earlier stages 
of the gold rush, Indigenous people were gatekeepers; their supplies, knowledge of 
the land, and resources could mean the difference between life and death for miners 
and newcomers. Those who could not or would not take by force required a method 
of communication and negotiation. The increased frequency of contact and con-
flict during the gold rush increased the need for intercultural communication, and 
Chinook Jargon fit the bill. It should be noted that Indigenous peoples had their own 
systems of inter-lingual communication for communicating with other groups with 
whom they had trade, kinship, or other relationships. The benefit of the Chinook 
Jargon was that due to its simplicity, it could be learned quickly by most people, and 
was the language most likely to be commonly known across Indigenous-colonial and 
newcomer-newcomer linguistic divides. For example, Lawrence Guichon, who was 
born in 1879 and whose family received visits from Le Jeune while he was posted at 
Kamloops, remembered, “Everyone spoke Chinook, whites too. Often German and 
French people would converse in Chinook, neither knowing a word of English.”44 
Another significant group in the south-central Interior of the province in the second 
half of the nineteenth century was the Chinese workers who came first to work the 
goldfields from the Fraser to the Cariboo, and later to work on the construction of 
the transcontinental railway. Renowned Nlha7kápmx historian Annie York noted 
that they “were very interesting in their way. They spoke a mixture of Cantonese, 
Indian and Chinook… In fact, Chinook at that time was fairly well a standard, key 
language at that time.”45 Chinook Jargon, then, rapidly gained the status of a lingua 
franca in the region. One estimate states that there were “as many as 250,000 people 
along the Pacific Slope from Alaska to Oregon” who spoke Chinook Jargon at its 
height.46 Grant is more conservative in her estimate, noting that Chinook Jargon 
likely attained maximum use in the 1870s “at which period it is estimated to have 
been used daily by more than a hundred thousand persons.”47 Regardless, it was un-
deniably one of the key modes of communication in the latter half of the nineteenth 
century, bridging any number of Indigenous and Euro-American communities.
“Success Was Not Long in Coming”
For the Catholic missionaries of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate, Chinook Jargon 
was a key tool for building missions, relationships, and influence in British Columbia 
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in the nineteenth century. The drive to secure adherents for the Catholic church in 
the face of growing Protestant competition, a small number of missionaries, and 
a wide variety of Indigenous strategies to mitigate, adapt, and resist Christianizing 
efforts, meant that missionaries needed to begin their work as soon as they arrived 
if they hoped to succeed. This left no opportunity for prolonged instruction in 
Indigenous (or other) languages. For this reason, the Jargon represented an expedient 
solution: most people in the province had some knowledge of it. As Sister Patricia, of 
the Sisters of the Child Jesus, recalled in an interview, “the Indians were supposed to 
understand Chinook. Any band would understand Chinook. So the priest… spoke 
in Chinook, and the Indian man would translate it into Indian on Sundays.”48
Chinook Jargon represented a linguistic economy of scale for the Oblates. The 
benefits were clear: priests could learn the simple Jargon quickly, and the language fa-
cilitated their travel, which depended on soliciting direct support (transport, shelter, 
directions, food, etc.) from linguistically diverse Indigenous individuals and groups. 
As a form of oral communication between missionaries and their audiences, Chinook 
Jargon was clearly useful and over time helped to build relationships and opportuni-
ties that allowed missionaries to learn Indigenous languages.49 Oblate founder Eugene 
de Mazenod’s 1853 Instruction for Foreign Missions, however, explicitly required 
missionaries “to write in the language of the natives a summary of the Christian doc-
trine [… to be handed] to the neophytes to be learnt by heart.”50 Therefore, in order 
to fulfil the mandate of their mission, religious instruction needed to be written and 
mission adherents able to read.51
It was at an Oblate retreat in July 1890 that the “principle Indian missionaries 
gathered around Msgr. Durieu” to discuss possible solutions to the problem of how 
to accomplish their Christianizing mission, specifically, the possibility of achieving 
literacy among their adherents by adapting syllabic writing developed and used in 
the northwest for broader use. Although that system was locally successful, Le Jeune 
noted that it could not “represent other languages such as Shuswap without taking on 
complications as numerous as the ordinary letters.”52 There would be little efficiency 
or transferability, then, in rendering Indigenous languages in British Columbia into 
the northwest syllabic writing system; it would be like having a different alphabet for 
each language. One of the other priests remarked, “why don’t we try the Shorthand 
which has such simple characters.”53 Le Jeune wrote that after this conversation “the 
idea came to me to try the Shorthand with the Indians. Success was not long in 
coming.”54
Specifically, Le Jeune turned to the shorthand system created in 1860 by the Abbot 
Émile Duployé (1833–1912) for writing French. In it, sounds are represented by 
symbols made of circles, curves, and lines differentiated by size and orientation. These 
are combined to represent syllables and words, written left-to-right and using French 
(and later English) punctuation. Le Jeune spent a summer adapting Duployan short-
hand for writing Chinook Jargon, arriving at a standardized and straightforward way 
of writing the Jargon quickly and clearly.
Linguist and pre-eminent Chinook Jargon expert David Robertson has called Le 
Jeune’s written form of the Jargon “Chinuk pipa.”55 The priest prepared a booklet of 
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prayers in the new Chinuk pipa and began teaching the system in August 1890. He 
saw his first success in the achievements of Charlie Alexis Mayous of Cold Water, BC. 
When Le Jeune returned to Cold Water in December, Mayous could read and write 
fluently in the shorthand and he had learned it so well that he was able to read aloud 
anything written in the Chinuk pipa.56 During his two-week visit to Cold Water, Le 
Jeune appointed Mayous as the master of shorthand lessons to community members 
and praised his ability to successfully teach the new writing system. Mayous then ac-
companied Le Jeune to Douglas Lake, where he again taught the “new writing.” As 
was the case at Cold Water, his students were primarily youths and women.57 When 
Le Jeune returned to Cold Water around Easter 1891, he reported that the people 
had made “considerable progress under Mayous’ direction” and that they “could read 
all their prayers.”58
But Mayous and Le Jeune were not the only ones teaching the shorthand during 
the winter of 1890–1891. In a letter to Le Jeune written March 21, fellow Oblate 
priest J. M. Le Jacq wrote, “Monseigneur has charged me with the task of teaching 
Father Peytavin to read your shorthand symbols. I learned quickly. [At Skwamish] 
also he charged me to hold school for four young people, the best began to be able to 
read after three days.”59 The spread of the shorthand was facilitated by the adherence 
of some of Le Jeune’s fellow Oblate priests, particularly Le Jacq and J. D. Chippiani, 
who taught initial lessons and could provide access to reading and writing materials. 
Arguably much more important to the success of this undertaking, however, were 
the teachers and study groups in the Indigenous communities such as Cold Water, 
Douglas Lake, and Kamloops. These individuals taught new learners in their own 
and other communities, and created a new literate audience eager for reading mate-
rial in the Chinuk pipa, both in the Chinook Jargon and in their own Indigenous 
languages.
Buoyed by this early success and his conviction that Chinuk pipa would be an 
efficient and successful way to teach Indigenous peoples in the Oblate missions to 
read and write, Le Jeune created and printed teaching materials and religious texts 
for distribution and sale. To meet and expand the literacy and literary needs of the 
growing Chinuk pipa community, he began publishing a newspaper in May 1891 
in a combination of Chinuk pipa, English, and French. The Kamloops Wawa was 
produced until 1904. It contained religious instruction, local news, and instruction 
in Chinuk pipa. Reminiscent of the Rosetta Stone, the paper’s first page served as 
both introduction and key. In three columns, the first in Chinook Jargon written 
in the familiar Latin alphabet, the second in Chinook Jargon written in the Chinuk 
pipa, and the third in English using the Latin alphabet, it read: “This paper is named 
Kamloops Wawa. It is born just now. It wants to speak every Sunday to all those who 
wish to learn to write fast.”60 Several more issues were published in 1891, and by the 
end of the year, the four-page issues were written in Chinuk pipa and had moved 
from Chinuk pipa instruction to giving the words to “Chinook hymns.”61 In 1892, 
the Kamloops Wawa content grew to include music (musical notation and lyrics), and 
“sacred history” in addition to occasional Chinuk pipa lessons. Later, thanks to the 
efforts of Indigenous and Oblate correspondents, the pages of the Kamloops Wawa 
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regularly featured community news; notices of births, deaths, and marriages in the 
Secwepemc, Nlha7kápmx, and Okanagan communities; the schedules of planned 
missionary visits around the Kamloops mission; Bible stories, prayers, and news and 
updates from Oblates in British Columbia, the United States, and Europe; and, in 
later issues, advertisements for companies and products. The Kamloops Wawa billed 
itself as “The Queerest Newspaper in the World,” and in addition to serving a growing 
group of Indigenous readers and learners in Kamloops and further afield in British 
Columbia, it also drew the attention of settler people, ethnographers, linguists, and 
Catholic clergy around the world.62
The Kamloops Wawa and the Spread of the Chinook Jargon
By 1894, Le Jacq had reported to Le Jeune: “it’s done, the shorthand has taken root 
for good: it has been applied with ardour in all the Shuswap villages.”63 Furthermore, 
use of this writing system was not confined to reading printed (religious) material pre-
pared by the priests. Oblate priest Charles Marchal noted in an 1894 letter that there 
were capable readers of the Chinuk pipa in Penticton, Simalkameen, and Osoyoos.64 
Le Jacq wrote in early 1894 that, “[t]he Shuswap have started writing, from time to 
time we receive Chinook letters from Kanim Lake, from Soda Creek, from Alkali 
Lake, from Dog Creek, from Canoe Creek, from the Bonaparte.”65 Examples of such 
Chinuk pipa letters can be found in the collections of the Archives Deschâtelets in 
Ottawa.66 The letters share news, send updates to missionary priests, and demonstrate 
that Indigenous people were exchanging letters with relative frequency. By the end 
of the decade, Le Jeune was being asked to travel to Vancouver to give Chinuk pipa 
lessons at the missions to the coastal peoples67 and his publications had been used to 
teach “poor white people” to read and write who could afford no other instruction.68 
Not only was the demand for Chinuk pipa books strong and insistent (Le Jacq sent 
an early request for four or five dozen more copies of a Chinuk pipa hymn book 
because “the Indians are asking for them very loudly”) but also some people in his 
mission were “starting to be able to read some Latin”69 — certainly a striking sign of 
the success of this technology.
It is possible to achieve a broad estimate of the number of people who had achieved 
some level of literacy in the Chinuk pipa by considering the number of subscribers to 
the Kamloops Wawa, the number of Chinuk pipa publications produced, and reports 
from the Oblate missionaries working in the communities taking up the Chinuk 
pipa.70 In 1894, Le Jeune estimated that 2,000 “Indians in the country… read and 
write the Shorthand that we taught them.” He also noted that 1,300 instructional 
booklets in the Chinuk pipa had been published and distributed to great enthusiasm 
among the Indigenous peoples of the region between 1891 and 1894.71 As enumer-
ated in the pages of the Kamloops Wawa, the growth in subscriber numbers for the 
newspaper was startling. After only one year of publication, there were “almost 50 
subscribers.”72 Later that same month, Le Jeune reported the number had grown to 
“almost 75 subscribers.”73 The following month, March 1892, the number rose again 
to eighty-five,74 and in the next issue was reported to have increased to a hundred.75 
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As the number of subscribers grew, so too did the number of communities from 
which the subscriptions derived. In the twenty-fourth issue of the Kamloops Wawa 
(May 1892), Le Jeune published a list of subscriber names, the first of several. In addi-
tion to ten Catholic clergy and a small number of settlers, the names of one hundred 
and twenty “Indian” subscribers from the communities of Spuzzum, North Bend, 
Salmon Arm, Shuswap, Coutlie, Quilchena, Kamloops, Savona, and Louis Creek 
were listed.76 Two years later, by the time the 114th issue had been published, the 
subscription list numbered more than eight hundred,77 and the list had grown to also 
include subscribers from Cold Water, Spahomin/Douglas Lake, North Thompson, 
Tlohtaw/Bonaparte, Skeetchestn, Stó:lō, and Williams Lake.78 Throughout the pe-
riod from 1891 to 1904 in which the Kamloops Wawa was published, a large major-
ity of the readership consisted of Indigenous people in the south-central Interior of 
British Columbia or Oblate priests with a connection to that region. According to 
an article published in the Chicago Herald, “The white settlers in Kamloops take little 
or no interest in the paper,”79 however, non-Indigenous subscribers are represented 
on several lists.80 At its height, Kamloops Wawa circulation reached 3,000 copies per 
issue, some of which were destined for international, and prestigious, audiences.81
Literacy, Transferability, and Ownership
These numbers reflect the rapid and successful rise of Chinuk pipa literacy among the 
Secwepemc (Shuswap), Nlha7kápmx (Thompson), and Okanagan peoples in the last 
decade of the nineteenth century. On one hand, language uptake was nothing new 
to these peoples, who were so experienced at navigating a multilingual world. Yet, 
despite intense efforts to teach English and French literacy by missionaries, as well as 
educators and Indian Agents, the Indigenous communities of the British Columbia 
Interior generally took up these systems slowly and, in some cases, with reluctance. 
Language is not literacy — the written word and the spoken word serve different 
functions even as they mutually reinforce each other — and while learning newcomer 
languages was common, literacy in newcomer languages was less so. This is what 
makes the Jargon so very interesting: there are several key aspects to Chinook Jargon 
and Chinuk pipa that inspired Indigenous communities to engage with it in a very 
different way than they did with other systems of reading and writing.
The first key aspect in the successful uptake and spread of the written form of 
the Jargon was the simplicity and transferability of the shorthand Le Jeune adapted 
to create the Chinuk pipa. To understand why this is significant, it is important to 
note that although the Chinuk pipa was not the only writing system for Indigenous 
languages being used at the time, it was the only system created with the intention 
of communicating across a broad range of languages and could also be used to write 
non-Indigenous languages. By contrast, a syllabic writing system had been developed 
for the Cree language by missionary James Evans in 1840 and was deployed with 
great success among Cree communities. This system was inspired by the incredibly 
successful Cherokee syllabary created by Sequoyah, a Cherokee smith and scholar in 
the early nineteenth century.82 Geographically closer to Le Jeune’s operations and at 
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the same time that so many Secwepemc and neighbouring peoples were exchanging 
Chinuk pipa letters, Le Jacq wrote that the Tsilhqot’in (Chilcotin) were “contemptu-
ous” of the system, and the Dakehl (Carrier) were regularly using another syllabic 
system altogether, this one developed by Oblate missionary Adrien Gabriel Morice.83 
As was the case in Kamloops, publications were produced in these places to support 
the developing literacy communities, yet the publications had limited impact and the 
use of these systems of literacy remained confined to relatively small, linguistically 
bounded groups.
What makes the Chinuk pipa stand apart and what attracted the attention of 
communities and missionaries in the BC Interior was that writing in this phonetic 
shorthand was a transferable skill. Durieu liked the idea of the shorthand over the 
syllabics because it was universal as opposed to other options like Morice’s syllabic 
system, whose usefulness was confined to one language.84 As Le Jeune and Le Jacq 
seem to have agreed in 1891, “the best method for teaching [Indigenous peoples] to 
read and write in shorthand is to begin at first with Chinook.”85 The Chinook Jargon 
was a good candidate for this because it was such a simple system that it did not take 
much study to understand the shorthand phonetic representation, yet still allowed 
a broad, flexible form of written communication. So, by learning first to read and 
write the Chinook Jargon in the adapted Duployan shorthand, it was then possible 
to use the Chinuk pipa to write languages such as Shuswap, Thompson, Okanagan, 
and many others. In this rampantly polylinguistic region, transferability was key. This 
transferability made it possible for Indigenous people to write and read in shorthand 
versions of their own languages, which increased both the use and relevance of this 
literacy technology and therefore the interest and uptake of the Chinuk pipa.
The second key aspect is that there was local Indigenous investment in and own-
ership of Chinook Jargon and the Chinuk pipa. Both were created and spread as a 
result of local needs and built on pre-existing local language skills. Chinook Jargon, 
inasmuch as it is an amalgamation of several languages, was created “in place” and 
used much of the vocabulary and knowledge of the local areas. It is a mode of com-
munication and expression that drew in elements from the outside to add to an 
existing, Indigenous core of language and communication. Newcomer words and 
terms were added to the already multilinguistic reality of Indigenous peoples, but did 
not displace those Indigenous languages. For example, the Chinook Jargon names 
for English and American people — “King George men” and “Boston men” respec-
tively — assimilated English words into the cultural understandings of the differences 
between these two groups without displacing the underlying world views that inform 
Indigenous languages.
By contrast, English, French, Spanish, Russian, and many other languages have 
been imported into the Pacific Northwest in a way that, ultimately, served to displace 
Indigenous languages and the knowledge and perspectives that they support. Thanks 
to settler colonization that brought thousands of English-speaking Settlers to British 
Columbia and efforts to destroy the transmission of Indigenous languages and put 
English in their place, English is now the dominant language in the area. It seems 
reasonable to believe that a form of communication like the Chinook Jargon would 
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spread and be taken up in a very different manner. This was not a foreign, rootless, 
imposed language system of the kind frequently encouraged by Catholic (French) 
and Protestant (English) missionaries and resisted by Indigenous communities. For 
many people whose first language was one of the Indigenous languages of the area, 
speaking Chinook Jargon must have been familiar, something that already belonged 
in that place, even before it was ever used. Most importantly, Chinook Jargon and 
its written form, the Chinuk pipa, did not constitute a hegemonic system nor was 
it intended to be. In intention and practice, Chinook Jargon supplemented other 
forms of communication as an accessible but limited form of communication and 
exchange. As such, it could not replace and never did displace Indigenous languages, 
instead existing alongside them. Similarly, the Chinuk pipa served as a gateway to 
writing other Indigenous languages, as described above, and we know that prayers 
in Thompson, Okanagan, and Shuswap were being written and read in the 1890s. 
Far from displacing Indigenous languages, literacy accessed through the Chinuk pipa 
actually encouraged the use of a diversity of Indigenous languages in new and chang-
ing circumstances.
A third reason that explains the rapid uptake of Chinook Jargon literacy is found 
in the teaching strategies and contexts of Chinuk pipa. In building literacy commu-
nities, Oblate missionaries were highly involved in initial instruction and as a source 
for printed Chinuk pipa materials, creating them (Le Jeune printed these publica-
tions with the help of Secwepemc women in Kamloops86), but also sourcing and dis-
tributing them through their Oblate networks. Introduction and entry of the Chinuk 
pipa into Indigenous communities and families then occurred via the relationships 
between missionaries or communities and families that were mission adherents or 
who lived in the structured and priest-controlled villages organized under the Durieu 
system.87
This might be read as a sort of Eurocentric diffusion88 except that, again and again, 
the historical record demonstrates that Chinuk pipa instruction was mainly led by 
Indigenous individuals and in the context of group learning sessions. During this 
period, missionaries spent limited time in most Indigenous communities: their visi-
tation rounds could take months, and provided several days of religious instruction, 
religious ceremonies, and other services — medical, educational, pastoral — to each 
small group, but this meant remote groups could go many months without a mis-
sionary visit. Consequently, local people not only took the lead and taught Chinuk 
pipa, but also adapted the system for their own purposes in the absence of missionary 
oversight and control.
Based within Indigenous communities and practised in groups, the learning con-
text for Chinuk pipa was strikingly different from that of English literacy instruction 
at this time, which required the constant presence of a missionary or teacher. English 
arrived in the south-central Interior of British Columbia in the early nineteenth 
century, carried by fur trade workers. By mid-century, gold seekers from America 
and Australia helped the language to surge into the region, and in the decades that 
followed, it became clear that English was important to accessing and influencing 
the developing colonial structures of power in the colony, and later, the province. 
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Indigenous people certainly saw the utility of adding English language skills to their 
repertoire and sought instruction from Hudson’s Bay Company employees, early 
missionaries, and others. However, these forms of instruction and transmission 
rapidly gave way to the centralizing of English language education in schools that 
targeted Indigenous children for assimilation. One of the effects was that English lit-
eracy instruction became largely confined to the youngest proportion of Indigenous 
populations, excluding adults and the elderly, who were assumed to be too old to 
learn.
Formal Schooling, English Literacy, and the Decline of Chinuk Pipa
Le Jeune was involved in creating Oblate schools for Indigenous children at 
Kamloops, at first as master of a small school established outside Kamloops in 
1885.89 After the Oblates took over the permanent residential school in 1893, Le 
Jeune worked within this structure. His role in operating the Kamloops Indian 
Residential School included giving religious instruction to students,90 dealing with 
not-infrequent runaways,91 and sourcing children to attend the school. The school 
at Kamloops was controversial from its inception: parents of children contested the 
manual labour that children were forced to perform when they had placed their 
children in school “to learn to read and write, and not to do heavy work.”92 As 
survivor testimony and the findings of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
of Canada have established beyond doubt, these schools failed to provide anything 
but the most basic academic teaching. Few students of the residential and industrial 
schools in Canada attended by Indigenous children in the nineteenth century and 
early twentieth century achieved much more than an early primary school level of 
literacy and educational attainment.93 However, English was heavily promoted in 
this school system, to the exclusion and, indeed, vigorously enforced prohibition of, 
other languages.94
By the early twentieth century, English had overwhelmed the Chinook Jargon 
as the most widely used language in the region. Indeed, the death of the Chinook 
Jargon has been located as occurring with the publication of the final regular issue 
of the Kamloops Wawa in 1904.95 This event transpired almost a century after the 
establishment of the fur trade fort at Kamloops and, therefore, sustained Indigenous-
colonial contact. Although English had been the official language of government 
since the British colonies of Vancouver Island and British Columbia were created, 
government documents show that official proceedings were also carried out in French 
and occasionally in Chinook Jargon.96 However, English attained the status of the 
new lingua franca in large part due to the extension of state power in the province, 
particularly in the area of education. The aggressive assimilation policies of the resi-
dential schools enforced the use of English and exclusion of Indigenous and other 
languages among the students, even in those schools run by French-speaking clergy.97 
Also by 1905, the Kamloops Indian Residential School had been operating for two 
decades, contributing to a reduction in the use and appreciation of Chinuk pipa 
in the face of increased English literacy.98 Furthermore, developing settler societies 
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in Canada took up English as the new language of commerce, especially as most 
of the wealthy settlers — the owners of canneries and ranches, newspapers, and ho-
tels — were white and English-speaking, a result not just of colonial power, but the 
emerging power of whiteness in BC.
Conclusions
The literacy fluorescence that occurred in the last decade of the nineteenth century was 
significant: in 1894, more than two thousand Indigenous people in the south-central 
Interior of British Columbia read and wrote the Chinuk pipa. It is worth considering 
that the estimated population of the province of British Columbia (Indigenous and 
Settler) in 1891 was just under 100,000 — so Le Jeune’s estimate suggests that the 
number of Indigenous people literate in the Chinuk pipa represented some 2 per cent 
of the province’s total population.99 The uptake and success of Chinuk pipa is even 
more striking if we consider that around the same time, there were approximately 
4,300 members of the Kamloops-Okanagan Indian Agency,100 meaning that nearly 
half of that population were literate in Chinook Jargon/Chinuk pipa.
This rapid and expansive uptake involved a broader demographic than that tar-
geted by, or connected to, the residential schools. Furthermore, Chinuk pipa was 
taught in more locations than English, and it was taught in community contexts 
where Indigenous peoples, not just missionaries, Settlers, or other colonial agents, 
had power and agency. As such, Chinuk pipa writing and reading followed educa-
tional forms that were much more consistent with Indigenous educational priorities. 
This is a clear example of Indigenous communities taking a technology introduced 
by outsiders — the shorthand writing system, intended originally as a method for 
pursuing religious conversion within the colonial project — and adapting it to their 
own purposes.
With Indigenous societies and cultures still frequently portrayed as static or “van-
ishing” in the face of the multiple impacts of colonialism and social change, it is im-
portant to highlight this critical act of subversion and resistance. Literacy, like many 
other technologies, is not incommensurate with Indigenous cultures or practices, 
which again reinforces the argument made by so many that colonialism was never an 
“accidental” process. The uptake of Chinook Jargon in its written form was so suc-
cessful that it was not displaced from use until the English language and literacy was 
compelled and enforced by the combined power of the state, churches, and settler 
colonial technicians like teachers. The Jargon, in both spoken and written form, was 
eventually displaced by English-backed settler colonial structures. However, it served 
a powerful purpose within Indigenous communities in the late nineteenth century, 
and this serves as an important intervention into narratives of English hegemony that 
seem to rely on an “inevitable” trajectory of settler colonial elimination.101 If, rather 
than an inevitability, Indigenous language learning and literacy is a site of colonial 
contestation that is not always already decided in favour of the colonizers, then our 
readings — and constructions — of language histories in Indigenous-Settler contexts 
must be revisited.
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